You will need:
2 x 5” round
1 x 10” round
350 Scrap (hat)
260 scrap (hat)
Orange scrap (nose)
1 x 160 (scarf)

Insert two knotted scraps into
a 5” round balloon.

Inflate a 350 scrap to approximately 4”

To make the top of the hat, make
an apple twist by pushing the
knot into the balloon and
catching hold of it through the
balloon as shown.

Tie the knot into place.
It should look like this.

Inflate the 5” round balloon
balloon a little way from the lip.
At the tip end catch hold of one of
the scraps inside the balloon.
This is called a ”raisin”.

Tie the apple twisted
balloon onto the raisin.

keeping it soft. Tie the

Tie a loop of balloon around it
to form the rim of the hat.

Inflate a second 5” round balloon keeping it soft,
but tie the knot as close to the lip as you can.
Push the air up to the nozzle and hold the lip of
the head against it.

Push the lip knot of the head
into the second balloon as you
release the pressure and catch
hold of it through the balloon
to form an apple twist.
See below for further explanation

Tie the twist in place with a scrap.
Tie a knot at the end of the scrap
because you will need to make
an apple twist in the next balloon
and you will need some slack
between them.

Inflate the 10” round balloon keeping it soft.
Tie the knot as close to the lip as you
can get it.

Apply pressure to the 10” round balloon to push
the air up to the lip end and hold the
knotted end of the scrap to it.

Release the pressure from the 10” round balloon
and push the knotted scrap into
it to form another apple twist.
This will be the bottom body bubble.
Tie a scrap in to secure the apple twist.

Catch hold of the second scrap of
balloon in the head bubble and
make a raisin twist.

Make the carrot nose. Inflate the orange
scrap to the desired size and attach it to
the raisin twist.

Inflate the 160 balloon to about 16” and
wrap it around the base of the head
to form the scarf. Make a loop and add a
pinch twist to finish the scarf.

Draw the eyes,
mouth and
buttons on to
finish the
snowman.

Explanation: If you push the air up to the lip end of the round balloon before you push an apple twist into it, you
will find less resistance as you release the pressure. The hand pushing the knot inside the balloon will be drawn in.
If you don’t push the air up first you will find a lot more resistance and it will be much harder to twist the knot to
hold the apple twist. Also there is a greater risk of the round balloon bursting.

